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Introduction
When a porn scene features hot Latinas you know you�re going to be in for one wild ride.  These sluts
give every porn scene their horny best, since most are in this country illegally and live in fear of not
getting paid. You�ll watch in awe as these Filthy Latin Whores suck on mucho grande cocks until spicy
hot cum is drained straight from a hung stud�s hard enchilada!

Adult Review
Most guys like having a sexy little firecracker to roll around with in bed.  A boring whore who just lays there is only fun for a
little while, so someone who can make sex fun is what most studs crave.  That's why guys love chicks from south of the
border -- Filthy Latin Whores have tight wet cunts and succulent perky tits and they aren't afraid to use them!
  
  Right after you log in to the members area of Filthy Latin Whores you'll understand that you've just signed up for a DVD
mega archive.  The tour promised 100% exclusive content which is clearly not the case.  But before you run and scream for a
refund, settle down and take a look around.   There are over 78 Latina themed DVDs that have been ripped into over 350
downloadable scenes! You'll definitely find a lust-filled Latina whose pussy needs to be pounded like a pinata over here!
  
  All of the scenes are downloadable in high quality 640 x 480 MPG format.  Most are also downloadable in lower resolution
WMV, and portable files like PSP.  Flash based streams are also available for select scenes.  Nothing is protected with DRM,
so feel free to archive the entire site if you'd like.  Each scene has also been separated into multiple start and stop points,
which means you can download only the exact portion of the scene that most interests you.  So if pop shots are your thing,
download only the last minute of every scene and pretty soon you'll have a cum-drenched Latina collection that your buddies
will be jealous of!
  
  You're offered a lot of different choices when you go to sign up to Filthy Latin Whores.  The choice for surfers who know
what they're doing is only the platinum level membership, since with that also cums access to every single XXX site that's
listed next to this review.  That's an additional 1100 full length porn DVDs that are available for your horny use!
  
  Finding the exact scene you're looking for is a bit of a challenge.  Even though Filthy Latin Whores has implemented an
extensive search function, it tends to work across its entire network.  So containing your search to only the Latina themed
DVDs is a bit of a challenge, but overall the search feature does work.  Having to look through lots of porn really isn't that
bad anyway, now is it?

Porn Summary
If you're blindfolded and someone asks how you can tell if you're fucking a white, black, or Latina girl, how can you tell?  
Well, if your dick is inside a Filthy Latin Whore it will sizzle and pop because Latina pussies are always spicy and hot!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Lots of Latinas Licking, Fucking And Sucking!'
Quality: 82  Updates: 61 Exclusive: 76 Interface: 80
Support: 77 Unique: 70    Taste: 76        Final: 74
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Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 352
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